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Introduction 

 
The water dump of the future electron-positron collider TESLA has a very special 

regime.  Each pulse of the electron or positron beam should, after crossing the interaction 
zone, be dumped in a cylindrical water dump.  There is a quite important energy to be 
absorbed by the dump i.e. 8 MW for 250 GeV energy of the beam and 12 MW if the energy 
of the electrons is raised to 400 GeV.  We should be prepared for an intensity of 2.04 1014 
electrons/s for 250 GeV and 2.8 1014 electrons/s for the 400 GeV case (Brinkmann et al. [1]). 
 The energy to be absorbed is important, therefore we tried to calculate the energy 
losses by all surfaces of the cylindrical water dump as a function of its size. 
 

Calculations 
 

The main tool used in calculations was the FLUKA-99 code [2], version 7.0 of 
October 2000. USRBDX and SCORE options of the code were used for scoring. The first one 
is usually applied for particle current or fluence estimation (boundary crossing estimator) but 
used together with FLUKA particle number 208 (one of so-called FLUKA generalized 
particles) gives as result the kinetic energy flux of all particles crossing boundary being 
considered. Using the USRBDX option in such a way one has to be careful in case of scoring 
neutrons with energies below 20 MeV (called here low-energy neutrons). Independently of 
the score limits, even if the lowest scoring limit was set to zero GeV, the low-energy neutrons 
energy flux is not included in the �main�, all other particles energy flux spectrum [3]. Both 
these distributions are printed separately, have to be properly integrated and added to obtain 
the total energy flux. 
The SCORE option is usually applied for scoring of the density of stars produced by the real 
particles but again, used together with the generalized particle number 208 gives as result the 
density of the total energy deposited inside considered volume. 

 In the total six different water dump sizes have been examined, and 20 separated 
FLUKA runs have been performed for each problem. From every twenty runs the mean 
values and standard deviations of interesting quantities were calculated.  

The geometry used in all simulations consists of bare water filled cylinder, which is 
irradiated by a pencil-like electron beam. No external vessel surrounds the water. The beam 
energy is equal to 250 GeV. Assuming that the beam goes from left to right along the z-axis, 
it hits a central point of the left plane face of the cylinder at z = 0. This cylinder surface will 
be called �backward� as all particles outgoing from the water through this wall are directed 
�back�, opposite to the beam direction. Consistently, the opposite cylinder face positioned at z 
= L will be called �forward� surface. All is outlined in the picture below. 
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An outline of the used geometry 
 

The calculations were performed for water cylinder of 40, 50, 
10 or 30-m length L. The energy thresholds were thermal energy f
protons, pions and muons, and 100 keV for gamma rays and electr
discarded, i.e. not transported. The calculation results are frequently p
beam particle of the energy of 250 GeV. 

The calculations were made either using Leading Particle B
LPB) or with full development of the electromagnetic cascade (witho
(with LPB) 50 000 beam particles per run were emitted. In the sec
there were 500 beam particles per run only. The calculations were per
and S2000 HP computers at Academic Computer Center CYFRONET
informations about used machines can be found at: www.cyf-kr.edu.pl

The execution time depends strongly on using or not the LPB 
applied a solution of the one problem needed, in average, about 14 hou
machine, without LPB this execution time increases up to about 385 
Thus, the method using LPB is almost 30 times faster than without LP
errors (what will be seen below in final results). 
 

Results 
 
 In the Table 1 are shown the results of calculations for L = 
performed without any biasing technique (labeled - without LPB
scoring was used for dump radius of 50 and 60 centimeter.  No esc
direction was detected. Thus the 30-meter cylinder is too long. 
 In the Table 2 are presented the values of escaping energy for 
dump calculated with LPB technique for the 40, 50, 60 and 70 centim
forward direction a small escaping energy is detected. For instance, fo
amounts to 5.64 10�2 GeV, i.e. 0.021 % of the initial energy, and is 
kW.  
Energy escaping from the side surface of the water cylinder is calculat
 

Dump radius 50 cm 6
without LPB 3.565 GeV ± 0.5 % 2.369 G

with LPB 3.597 GeV ± 0.6 % 2.349 G
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Thus the differences between both techniques: with LPB and without LPB appear only at the 
third digit.  So both calculation techniques give here practically the same result. Also 
statistical accuracy of the main values is high and almost the same.. 

In Fig.1 is shown how the escaping energy in radial direction is falling with increasing 
dump diameter.  In Fig. 2 and 3 is shown how behaves the escaping energy through backward 
circular surface and in the forward direction.  Here the surfaces are increasing when the radius 
of the cylinder is larger.  This fact is the reason for slight increase of backward as well as 
forward escaping energy with the radius of the cylinder increasing. 
The energy escaping from the water cylinder can be expressed as outgoing power and 
obtained through surface crossing scoring.  In this way we obtain 75 kW for 60 cm and 115 
kW for 50-centimeter radius water dump.  

There is another way of calculating the energy leaving the water cylinder: We 
calculate the energy deposited inside of the water dump and subtract it from the beam energy 
250 GeV.  The results of such calculations are presented in the Table 3.  These values are 
higher than those obtained by surface scoring technique: 3.226 GeV for 60 cm radius 
corresponding to 103 kW outgoing energy at 250 GeV as compared to 75 kW obtained by 
surface crossing scoring. 
 

Conclusions 
 
More detailed analysis showed that there were two reasons for this difference in 

outgoing energy: nuclear binding energy and energy of dicarded neutrinos. 
This first one is caused by energy losses due to endothermic nuclear reactions and is 

hidden in the binding energy of nuclei [4]. Its value is always calculated by FLUKA and can 
be found in the final energy balance table where is indicated as �missing energy�. More 
generally, that value is in fact equal to sum of energies lost due to all endothermic nuclear 
reactions (that part is positive) and energies released during all exothermic reactions like, for 
instance, radioactive neutron capture (that part energy is negative). In our case the total sum is 
positive and its mean value is equal to 0.266 % of the whole initial energy. When expressed in 
power it gives 21 kW. These figures were obtained for the case R = 60 cm, L = 10 m. 
Corresponding values for the other dump sizes are similar. 

The second reason of the discrepancy results from discarding of all neutrinos. They 
are produced but not transported and can not reach the dump surface. However, their energies 
are counted and can be found in the final energy balance printed by FLUKA. For the case R = 
60 cm, L = 10 m an average energy of all neutrinos is equal to 0.088 % of the initial energy (7 
kW). 
 The energy of neutrinos is leaving the dump; the binding energy of nuclei is staying 
inside the dump. 
 Finally, to be on the safer side, we can take the values obtained through subtraction of 
the energy deposited inside of the water dump from the incident beam energy as an upper 
limit of the energy escaping from the dump. It seems, however, that the real value falls rather 
nearer to the lower energy estimate. 
 It seems to be quite clear that for the 250 GeV electron beam the total length of the 
water beam dump needs to be not longer than ~ 10 m. 

It was already pointed out in [5] that an additional side shielding of the dump is 
necessary to keep the outer concrete shield at a safe temperature without any cooling. Those 
calculations were performed for the dump radius R = 60 cm. One can find in the Table 2 that 
for R = 70 cm the total energy escaping in radial direction will be reduced then about 0.72 
GeV (23 kW) in comparison to the R = 60 cm case. But this 30 % reduction of the outgoing 
energy means also an increase of the total water mass by about 36 % (more than four tons of 
hot, radioactive water). Therefore, additional solid metallic shield, which can be cooled, looks 
like a more sensible solution.  
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Energy escaping from the water filled cylinders of variable radii R. 
Calculations made by means of the FLUKA USRBDX option. 

 
Table 1 

Cylinder length  L = 30 m,  LPB is not applied. 
Statistics: 20 runs times 500 b.p./run = 10 000 beam particles. 

Escaping energies in GeV and relative standard errors (in %)  
Scoring 
surface Except of low-energy 

neutrons 
Low-energy  

neutrons only All escaping energy 

R = 50 cm 
Side 3.559e+00  ( 0.5) 5.010e-03  ( 1.4) 3.565e+00  ( 0.5) 

Backward 2.164e-03  ( 5.8) 1.311e-05  (25.3) 2.177e-03  ( 5.8) 
Forward 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 

All cylinder 
walls 3.562e+00  ( 0.5) 5.024e-03  ( 1.4) 3.567e+00  ( 0.5) 

R = 60 cm 
Side 2.365e+00  ( 0.6) 4.016e-03  ( 1.6) 2.369e+00  ( 0.6) 

Backward 2.643e-03  ( 5.1) 1.953e-05  (17.8) 2.663e-03  ( 5.1) 
Forward 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 0.000e+00  ( 0.0) 

All cylinder 
walls 2.368e+00  ( 0.6) 4.035e-03  ( 1.6) 2.372e+00  ( 0.6) 

 
Table 2 

Cylinder length  L = 10 m,  LPB is applied. 
Statistics: 20 runs times 50 000 b.p./run = 1 000 000 beam particles. 

Escaping energies in GeV and relative standard errors (in %)  
Scoring 
surface Except of low-energy 

neutrons 
Low-energy  

neutrons only All escaping energy 

R = 40 cm 
Side 5.615e+00  ( 0.4) 6.847e-03  ( 4.1) 5.622e+00  ( 0.4) 

Backward 1.633e-03  ( 9.4) 1.682e-05  (65.2) 1.650e-03  ( 9.6) 
Forward 4.827e-02  ( 5.2) 3.140e-07  (39.1) 4.827e-02  ( 5.2) 

All cylinder 
walls 5.665e+00  ( 0.4) 6.864e-03  ( 4.0) 5.672e+00  ( 0.4) 

R = 50 cm 
Side 3.592e+00  ( 0.6) 5.171e-03  ( 3.4) 3.597e+00  ( 0.6) 

Backward 2.601e-03  (17.0) 2.443e-05  (40.9) 2.625e-03  (16.8) 
Forward 5.419e-02  ( 4.9) 4.382e-07  (45.5) 5.419e-02  ( 4.9) 

All cylinder 
walls 3.649e+00  ( 0.6) 5.196e-03  ( 3.3) 3.654e+00  ( 0.6) 

R = 60 cm 
Side 2.345e+00  ( 0.8) 3.965e-03  ( 3.0) 2.349e+00  ( 0.8) 

Backward 2.532e-03  (12.8) 3.127e-05  (24.6) 2.563e-03  (12.6) 
Forward 5.641e-02  ( 5.7) 5.138e-07  (17.7) 5.641e-02  ( 5.7) 

All cylinder 
walls 2.404e+00  ( 0.8) 3.997e-03  ( 3.0) 2.408e+00  ( 0.8) 

R = 70 cm 
Side 1.628e+00  ( 0.6) 3.175e-03  ( 3.7) 1.632e+00  ( 0.6) 

Backward 3.661e-03  (11.4) 2.643e-05  (36.5) 3.687e-03  (11.2) 
Forward 5.997e-02  ( 4.7) 5.263e-07  (18.8) 5.997e-02  (4.7) 

All cylinder 
walls 1.692e+00  ( 0.6) 3.202e-03  ( 3.6) 1.695e+00  ( 0.6) 
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Table 3 
Result of a substraction: ENERGY = total primary electron beam energy (250 GeV) minus 

energy deposited inside the water cylinder. 
Calculations made by means of the FLUKA SCORE option. 

 
 

Cylinder 
Radius 
(cm) 

Length 
(m) 

 
ENERGY 

(GeV) 
 

 
Error 
(%) 

 
LPB 

40 10 6.478 0.5 yes 
50 10 4.443 0.5 yes 

60 10 3.226 1.0 yes 

70 10 2.504 1.0 yes 

50 30 4.321 1.4 no 
60 30 3.134 2.4 no 
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